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Lisen Magnetic Holder with Ring (for Vent, Black)
The Lisen Magnetic Car Holder stands out with its elegant and modern design, making it a perfect complement to any car interior. The
use of MagSafe technology ensures a reliable connection with the device without the need for additional adapters or clamps.
 
Advanced Magnetic Technology
The strong magnets  equipped in  the  Lisen  holder  provide  reliable  adhesion,  magnetic  performance,  corrosion  resistance,  and optimal
temperature stability, ensuring the device stays securely in place even on the bumpiest roads.
 
Signal Integrity
A key advantage of the Lisen Magnetic Car Holder is full signal integrity. The accessory is made with materials that prevent signal loss or
interference, ensuring full connectivity for calls, GPS, and data streaming.
 
Universal Viewing Angles
With a rotating mechanism, you can adjust the holder's position 360° to customize the viewing angle to your current needs.
 
Compatibility with Multiple Devices
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The Lisen holder is  known for its  wide compatibility with various phone models –  both those with built-in MagSafe magnets and those
requiring a metal ring.
 
Phone Protection
Your device's safety is a priority for Lisen. Materials used in the holder's production, such as silicone, protect the phone from scratches,
and the enclosed magnetic field ensures that strong magnets won't negatively affect the signal or damage the smartphone.
 
Easy Installation
Installing the Lisen holder is intuitive and doesn't require any tools. It can be easily mounted on any type of car vent, both vertical and
horizontal.
 
	Manufacturer
	Lisen
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	Black

Preço:

Antes: € 10.9962

Agora: € 11.00

Acessórios para telemóveis, Cars, Phone mounts
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